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ABSTRACT 

 

In contrast to previous efforts to model the individual‘s movement from wage work into 

entrepreneurship, we consider that individuals might transition incrementally by retaining 

their wage job while entering into self-employment. We show that these hybrid entrepreneurs 

represent a significant share of all entrepreneurial activity. Theoretical arguments are 

proposed to suggest why hybrid entrants are distinct from self-employment entrants, and why 

hybrid entry may facilitate subsequent entry into full self-employment. We demonstrate that 

there are significant theoretical and empirical consequences for this group and our 

understanding of self-employment entry and labor market dynamics. Using matched 

employee-employer data over eight years, we test the model on a population of Swedish wage 

earners in the knowledge-intensive sector. 

 

Keywords: Hybrid entrepreneurship; Self-employment; Labour market dynamics; Transition 

determinants; Employee-employer data 

 

JEL: J24; H39; L26 

 

 

1. Introduction 

The preponderance of research examining the entrepreneurial entry decision casts it as a 

dichotomous choice between entry and no entry, or between self-employment and wage work. 

This view of entry as an ―all or none‖ phenomenon contrasts sharply with recent evidence 

suggesting that a significant proportion of all entrepreneurs engage concurrently in both—they 

initiate their ventures while simultaneously working for wages. Burke et al. (2008) found that 

―pure‖ entrepreneurs are outnumbered by individuals who mix their time in both self-

employment and wage work, and other scholars have described the prevalence of this 

phenomenon across multiple countries.
1
In this paper we consider the theoretical and empirical 

implications of this type of entry strategy. We label this process hybrid entrepreneurship and 

the individuals who engage in it hybrid entrepreneurs.
2
 

                                                 
1 Burke et al. (2008) followed 11,361 men and women from the British National Child Development Study and found that 

―pure‖ entrepreneurs were outnumbered by individuals who mixed their time in both self-employment and wage work. 

Evidence from the European Labour Force Survey indicates that a large proportion of the self-employed (11% in Greece, 

18% in France, 32% in Sweden, and 68% in the Netherlands) often combine self-employment with some other type of work 

(Strohmeyer and Tonoyan 2006). Renna (2006) recently noted that the incidence of dual jobholding is higher for the self-

employed than for wage workers. A number of studies have noted that over 50% of nascent entrepreneurs are also employed 

full-time for pay (Reynolds et al. 2004, Petrova 2005, Campbell and De Nardi 2007), leading Reynolds, et. al (2004 : 41) to 

note that hybrid entrepreneurship is ―one of the least understood features of nascent entrepreneurs‖. 

2 We distinguish this terminology from ―part-time entrepreneurs‖ or ―work mixers‖, which have a specific meaning in their 

respective literatures. The former emphasizes a strict distinction based on hours worked. We contend that hybrids can be 
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Hybrid entrepreneurship might be preferred to full immersion into self-employment to 

test the entrepreneurial waters and thereby learn about a venture‘s upside potential and their 

own fit in the entrepreneurial context. Less-confident entrepreneurs might rationally choose 

hybrid entrepreneurship to limit their sunk commitment while they gather evidence on their 

unknown capability. Small-scale entry via hybrid entrepreneurship may be characterized as a 

real option to invest heavily if early returns are promising and to exit if they are not. Such an 

incremental process may be particularly attractive to individuals with high switching or 

opportunity costs, or who are targeting uncertain opportunities, and might partially explain 

why many exit self-employment shortly after entering.  

The theoretical implications noted above may have profound empirical implications 

for the study of entrepreneurial entry. Forcing hybrid entrepreneurs into mutually exclusive 

categories of wage work or self-employment obfuscates whether hybrid entry is the first step 

toward possible future immersion in self-employment. Moreover, it disallows consideration 

that the factors inspiring hybrid entry are different from those inspiring either self-

employment or wage work. The implications are not only curious, but fundamental, because 

prior work may report misleading determinants of self-employment entry if (a) the decision to 

immerse in self-employment is endogenous to hybrid entry, or (b) the determinants of hybrid 

entry are systematically different from the determinants of self-employment entry. 

We have several objectives in this paper. First, we hope to elucidate the prevalence of 

hybrid entrepreneurship. We do so by tracking over a seven-year period, a sample of nearly 

45,000 Swedish men who began a new wage job in 1994 with a firm in knowledge intensive 

sectors of the economy. While this focus limits the ability to generalize our results to all 

industries, Götzfried, (2004) noted these sectors accounted for over half of all jobs in the 

                                                                                                                                                         
more inclusive and need not be full-time wage workers or part-time self-employed. They need only have a primary wage job 

and a secondary job in self-employment. The work mixing literature is specifically concerned with predicting how 

individuals allocate their time across self-employment and wage activities (e.g., Parker 1997), an effort in which we are not 

interested. 
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Swedish economy in 2003 (46.4% of manufacturing and 63.2% percent of service). Second, 

we consider theoretical explanations for (a) why hybrid entry might influence self-

employment entry, and (b) why individuals might prefer hybrid entry to complete immersion 

in self-employment; and examine the empirical evidence around these issues. Third, we 

demonstrate the empirical implications of ignoring hybrid entrepreneurs by treating them as 

wage workers or self-employed. The empirical evidence supports the notion that hybrid 

entrepreneurs are prevalent and systematically different from those opting for direct entry into 

self-employment. Moreover, we find compelling evidence that hybrids have a much higher 

likelihood of entering into self-employment than non-hybrids, and that self-employment entry 

is significantly influenced by learning while in hybrid mode. Finally, our analysis suggests 

that distinguishing hybrid entry from self-employment entry is likely to have an impact on the 

coefficients predicting self-employment entry. These findings have strong implications for 

how we interpret prior research. 

 

2. Hybrid Entrepreneurship versus Complete Immersion in Self-Employment 

 

We define hybrid entrepreneurs as individuals who engage in self-employment activity while 

simultaneously holding a primary job in wage work. Despite their prevalence, hybrid 

entrepreneurs have largely escaped systematic study, being predominantly classified into 

mutually exclusive categories as self-employed or wage workers, but sometimes eliminated 

from samples altogether.
3
Parker (2005) and Burke et al. (2008) recently cautioned scholars 

about treating self-employment and wage work as mutually exclusive categories.
4
We 

emphasize two reasons why entry into hybrid entrepreneurship may be unique from self-

employment entry or wage work.  

                                                 
3 See unpublished appendix for reference to prior samples and how hybrids have been treated in studies using those samples.  

4 Parker (2005) theoretically challenged the traditional way of estimating wages when individuals ―mix‖ wage work and self-

employment, arguing that a first-stage binary selection model is problematic under such a scenario.  
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First, the decision to eventually enter self-employment may be endogenous to the 

hybrid entry decision. Entry into hybrid status may influence self-employment entry. This will 

be the case if important learning takes place while a hybrid. A positive signal about 

performance prospects may inspire hybrids to leave wage work and enter self-employment, 

while a negative signal may induce abandonment of their self-employment activity.
5
Without a 

compelling signal for either exercise or abandonment, many may persist in hybrid status. It is 

important to enunciate that the potential for learning is available for every hybrid 

entrepreneur, regardless of whether, ex ante, there was an explicit intent to investigate a 

transition to self-employment.  

Second, the factors that induce hybrid entry may be systematically different from those 

that lead individuals to enter self-employment or remain in wage work. We present three 

rationales that each justify why systematic differences might obtain. We also offer predictions 

that might enable us to distinguish among the rationales, but that is of secondary importance.  

 

2.1. Theoretical Rationales for Hybrid Entry 

2.1.1  A Path to Supplementary Income. Individuals might combine self-

employment with a wage-earning position to gain an additional source of income. While 

empirical research has neglected it, self-employment may offer a particularly attractive 

―second‖ job because it provides a high degree of work schedule flexibility in combining 

work and family time (Renna 2006), potentially allowing individuals to determine the timing, 

the extent, and the direction of effort they deliver. This rationale suggests that hybrid 

entrepreneurs might be similar to wage-earning individuals engaged in a second wage job 

because of economic hardship and limits on hourly earnings in the primary job‘s earning 

capacity. We might expect that negative income shocks spur efforts to seek supplementary 

                                                 
5 If a high percentage of part-time entrepreneurs are hybrids, this logic may explain why they tend to be less persistent than 

full-time entrepreneurs. 
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income through hybrid entrepreneurship. Building from the literature on ―moonlighting‖ in a 

second wage job, this logic suggests that individuals engage in hybrid entrepreneurship if they 

have a lower salary in a primary job and a lower non-salary income, are married, and have 

more children (Kimmel and Conway 2001, Renna 2006).
6
 It is unclear, however, whether 

these qualities are distinguishable from those who enter immediately in self-employment, 

because there is evidence that those with low income select into self-employment (Bruce and 

Schuetze, 2004; Hyytinen and Rouvinen, 2008).
7
It is also possible that high earning and 

capable individuals, such as university professors, may engage in hybrid entrepreneurship to 

supplement income if they have opportunities to do so at low marginal cost.  

 

2.1.2. A Path to Nonmonetary Benefits. A second rationale individuals take on 

second jobs is to gain nonmonetary benefits that might not be available in their primary job.
8
 

This rationale may have particular relevance for explaining second jobs as entrepreneurs, who 

frequently report a preference for their profession because it allows them flexibility to do 

what they please, whether pursuing a hobby or exploring an interest or seeking financial 

returns. Hybrid entrepreneurship may be preferred to a second wage position because it 

provides additional monetary and psychological benefits. For example, a comedian may have 

a ―day‖ job and perform comedy on nights and weekends. We expect to see evidence that 

hybrid entrepreneurs are willing to sacrifice salary income to get these psychological benefits, 

much like the self-employed (Hamilton, 2000). Why would individuals prefer receiving 

nonmonetary benefits as hybrids rather than self-employed? While this question has not been 

addressed, it probably hinges on an unwillingness to sacrifice a wage job because of high 

opportunity costs, suggesting hybrid entrepreneurs are more-capable individuals and less 

                                                 
6 To be clear, this literature on ―moonlighting‖ does not imply the secondary job is illegal or tax evasive. 

7 It may be problematic to extrapolate these findings to our study because they consider hybrids as self-employed. 

8 Kimmel & Conway (2001) and Renna (2006) advanced this rationale after having noted that dual jobs are most common 

among workers with a college education, which conflicts with the view that the majority of moonlighters earn low wages. 
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constrained by liquidity. 

 

2.1.3. A Path to Transition. Hybrid entrepreneurship may provide a safe bridge for 

those explicitly considering a transition into self-employment.
9
Compared to immediate entry 

into self-employment, hybrid entrepreneurship may be attractive because it avoids switching 

costs to preserve the flexibility and option value associated with delaying entrepreneurial 

entry. The cost of switching from wage work to self-employment may be significant and 

could involve lost retirement benefits with an employer, lost company seniority or status, lost 

sector-specific experience, the costs of raising entrepreneurial start-up capital, disruption of an 

accustomed lifestyle, lost employer-provided healthcare, other non-wage perquisites, or the 

stigma of entrepreneurial failure (Parker, 1996; 2005).
10

 These costs take on greater weight in 

the switching decision in the presence of uncertainty about the venture‘s prospects or the 

individual‘s fit in the entrepreneurial context.
11

 Hybrid entrepreneurs manage uncertainty by 

keeping a link with their current employer, while allowing them to experience 

entrepreneurship.
12

Once they gain more information, they have the flexibility to decide 

whether to expand and exit their wage position, persist as a hybrid, or exit the venture 

                                                 
9 A Wall Street Journal article (Robichaux, M. 1/9/1990. ―The Part-Time Entrepreneur: Entrepreneur Takes a Leap Without 

Risking a Big Fall.‖) chronicles the story of a doctor who, while earning a healthy income as the chief of orthopedics at a 

major hospital, started a business hoping to save companies money by offering therapy to employees with back injuries. 

Despite highly ambitious expansion plans, he faced very real risks to his business‘s future, partly because the medical 

community had yet to embrace his unknown therapy. Keeping his role at the hospital allowed him to mitigate those risks. In 

the article, Professor William Bygrave remarked: ―It‘s not unusual for business professionals to drop more-secure careers if 

their own small businesses show promise. If they turn out successful, they‘ll make the dive.‖ Even if the doctor‘s business 

failed, he could rely on his career at the hospital. ―That one fallback position allows them to take the risk. Remember, they 

have a primary responsibility to feed families,‖ noted Professor Bruce Kirchoff. 

10 Landier (2005) emphasizes that there may be stigma of entrepreneurial failure, but the multivariate evidence in the U.S. 

(Bruce and Schuetze, 2004) and in Europe (Hyytinen and Rouvinen, 2008) suggests that prior entrepreneurial spells do not 

lower wages upon exit from self-employment. Instead, individuals with low wages tend to select into self-employment. 

11 Dixit and Rob (1994) developed a model to characterize this option value in any occupational switching decision, whereas 

Parker (1996) suggested the real option model be specifically applied to switches between wage employment and self-

employment. O‘Brien, Folta, and Johnson (2003) provide evidence that individuals maintain their option to defer self-

employment entry in the presence of higher exogenous uncertainty and higher switching costs. Caves (1998: 159) noted that 

the pattern of entry ―invites interpretation in terms of entrants‘ diverse expectations and real options: entrants holding more 

positive expectations about their untested capabilities … make larger initial commitments.‖ While real option models tend to 

emphasize exogenous uncertainty.  

12 Jovanovic (1982) emphasized that entry is influenced by the uncertainty around whether an individual‘s capabilities match 

the entrepreneurial context, and the best way to ascertain the quality of the match is to enter and gain experience. 
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altogether. This rationale suggests the most likely prospects for hybrid entrepreneurship are 

individuals with higher switching costs or who, upon entry into hybrid status, can accumulate 

more information (i.e., resolve more uncertainty) about their own fit in the entrepreneurial 

context. 

 

2.2. Theoretical Summary. The discussion above highlights three issues. First, since hybrids 

can learn about the potential of the venture or their own fit in self-employment, self-

employment entry may be endogenous to hybrid entry. This raises concerns about treating 

hybrids as self-employed. Second, we suspect that the rationales for entry into hybrid status 

are different from entry into self-employment, and it may be possible to distinguish among the 

theoretical rationales. If, compared to self-employment entrants, hybrid entrants have higher 

switching costs and less experience in the entrepreneurial context, they may be making an 

explicit attempt to investigate a transition to self-employment. They may be seeking 

nonmonetary benefits if they are willing to trade-off income for these benefits, are more 

educated, and have higher salary and non-salary incomes; although these expectations also 

obtain from the transitional rationale because those with higher opportunity costs should also 

have higher switching costs due to above-average conditions in their wage work.
13

Hybrids are 

likely to be supplementing income if their entry is induced because of negative income 

shocks, or weak financial positions, or larger families, or there is clear evidence that self-

employment income increases overall income. The ability to discriminate between these 

rationales is hindered, however, because they sometimes lead to the same predictions and are 

not mutually exclusive. While it is easy to observe transitional events, this does not clarify the 

ex ante intention of the hybrid entrepreneur because regardless of the rationale, they may 

learn from their experience in hybrid entrepreneurship and adapt their intention. Third, even if 

                                                 
13 The nonmonetary rationale emanates from the moonlighting literature and was developed prior to the transitional rational 

we offer. As the transitional rational suggests many of the same determinants, further attempts are needed to theoretically 

discriminate between these two theories.  
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it is difficult to discriminate among rationales, if any of them obtain there is justification for 

concern about prior work that disregards hybrid entrepreneurs.  

In the next section we provide evidence about the prevalence of hybrid 

entrepreneurship, whether hybrid entry and self-employment entry have unique determinants, 

and whether hybrid status facilitates transition into self-employment. 

 

3. Method 

3.1. Data 

The data we use area special (high-technology) extract from a set of three matched 

longitudinal data sources on the entire Swedish labor market that were gleaned from 

governmental registers and maintained for research purposes by Statistics Sweden.
14

The first 

source is LOUISE—which has demographic and financial information for all legal residents 

of Sweden over the age of sixteen from 1989 onward. The second source is RAMS—which 

tracks employment flows in the labor market based on an annual mandatory survey for all 

firms having at least one employee or earning a profit. The third source is SRU—which tracks 

financial information for each firm and is submitted annually to the fiscal authorities for 

taxation purposes. The special abstract we use for analysis is called EPRO (Entrepreneurial 

Processes Database) and was commissioned for a broader project on entrepreneurship in high-

technology manufacturing or knowledge-intensive service sectors, which are thought to be 

important to the Swedish economy. Individuals were identified as working in these sectors if 

their employer was in an industry that met Eurostat and OECD classifications (identified in 

unpublished Appendix B), which are based on the ratio of research and development 

                                                 
14 Statistics Sweden is a division in the Ministry of Finance with authority over all national statistics for Sweden, including 

those related to industry and trade. RAMS is an acronym for Registerbaserad Arbetsmarknadsstatistik, which in English is 

equivalent to ―Register-based Labor Statistics.‖ SRU is an acronym for Standardiserad Räkenskapsutdrag, which in English 

is equivalent to ―Standardized Accounting Summary.‖ We believe our data to be comparable to recent studies using matched 

employee-employer data for Denmark (Sorensen 2007) and Finland (Hyytinen and Ilmakunnas 2007) 
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expenditures to gross domestic product (Götzfried 2004). The EPRO extract covers any 

individual who was active in these sectors at any time from 1989 to 2002. 

We constructed a risk set based on men, between the ages of 25 and 50,who began 

working as ―employed‖ (and not involved in self-employment) for a high-technology 

manufacturer or knowledge-intensive service firm in 1994. A focus on men reduces 

unobserved heterogeneity around issues of family choices; a focus on newly employed 

eliminates problems with left-censoring, which occurs when a person becomes at risk of 

switching prior to our ability to observe them; and beginning in 1994 enables measurement of 

labor market experience since 1989 and avoids the worst of the recession in Sweden in the 

early 1990‘s.44,613 men become at risk of transitioning from their current job in 1994 to self-

employment, hybrid entrepreneurship, unemployment, or another job. They remain at risk 

until they enter self-employment or unemployment, or become deceased, or emigrate, or the 

end of the observation period in 2001.  

 

3.2. Identifying Labor Status 

We identify individuals‘ labor status using the occupational classification scheme employed 

by Statistics Sweden. The scheme distinguishes between ―employed,‖ ―not employed,‖ ―self-

employed‖ (i.e., an ownership position in a proprietorship or partnership where they are 

working), and ―self-employed in incorporation‖ (i.e., an ownership position in an incorporated 

business where they are working). Individuals are identified by labor status for each source 

(i.e., employer) of income during a year, and the number of sources is unconstrained. Their 

―primary‖ labor activity is determined at the time of the annual survey in November of each 

year.
15

 

                                                 
15 Many studies define labor market status based on the source from which individuals receive most income, which makes it 

challenging to accurately identify instances of simultaneous wage work and self-employment. 
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Wage workers. Individuals are defined as wage workers if they were ―employed‖ and 

had no income or losses from self-employment (see footnote 15). 

Self-employed. Individuals are defined as self-employed if their primary classification 

is either ―self-employed‖ or ―self-employed in incorporation.‖ 

Hybrids. Individuals are defined as hybrid entrepreneurs if, in a given year, 

(1) their primary classification is ―employed;‖ 

(2) they have a secondary classification (the number of secondary classifications is 

unlimited) where they are ―self-employed‖ or ―self-employed in incorporation‖ or report self-

employment losses; and 

(3) they are ―employed‖ in the same firm as they were in the prior year. 

Criterion 3 is imposed because it helps with the challenge of distinguishing between 

individuals who are simultaneously engaged in employment and self-employment versus 

individuals who move sequentially from employment to self-employment in the same year. 

Either simultaneous or sequential involvement can obtain if we apply only criteria (1) and (2). 

With the addition of criterion (3) we believe it is very unlikely that sequential involvement 

can obtain, because the individual would need to have quit an employed position, then entered 

self-employment, and then returned to employment with the same firm all in the same year.
16

 

Sweden has several qualities that might potentially impact a preference for hybrid 

entrepreneurship. The difference between income tax and corporate tax is high compared to 

the OECD mean. This might encourage individuals to divert some income into self-

employment earnings (Gentry and Hubbard, 2000; Henrekson, 2005), increasing the 

likelihood of hybrid activity. This might be expected to reduce the likelihood of ultimate 

transition to self-employment, but it might also raise transition rates as it opens up 

                                                 
16

 If individuals satisfied criteria (1) and (2) but not criterion (3), we identified them as wage workers. A potential limitation 

with this approach is that we do not know with certainty whether the 1,926 individuals identified as wage workers were not 

actually simultaneously engaged in self-employment. If, in fact, some of them were, it would be more difficult to find 

significant effects, indicating that our treatment of hybrids is a conservative one. However, we note that in analyses not 

reported here, we did separate the 1,926 men into a fourth classification that did not alter the conclusions of our findings. 
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opportunities to learn about self-employment opportunities. The country‘s strong labor 

protection laws might reduce switching costs, which should decrease the prevalence of 

hybrids. These characteristics may influence the robustness of our findings. 

 

3.3. Independent Variables 

Our variables, defined in Appendix A, are designed to correspond to the factors that help us 

distinguish between theoretical rationales for hybrid entry. The supplemental income rationale 

hinges on individuals‘ financial (Salary Income, Negative Change in Salary Income, Non-

Salary Income, Negative Change in Non-Salary Income, Household Wealth) and family 

(Married, Number of Children) situation. The nonmonetary benefits rationale hinges on 

opportunity costs, which is approximated by income and capabilities (Education Percentile, 

Total Number of Jobs, Time Unemployed). Finally, the transitional rationale hinges on 

entrepreneurial experience (Self-Employment Experience, Target Industry Experience, 

Parental Self-Employment Experience) and switching costs (Industry Tenure, Employer 

Tenure, Employer Size, Employer Age). Employer size and age are proxies for switching costs 

because perquisites and seniority benefits are more prevalent in larger and older firms. 

Employer Age is measured as three dummy variables because we are unable to observe firm 

births prior to 1989. We control for age, hybrid experience, citizenship, and the role of 

partners. 

 

4. Results 

We first examine the prevalence of hybrid entrepreneurship relative to wage work and self-

employment, and note the transition rates from one status to another. Next, we examine the 

empirical evidence for whether there are systematically different predictors for hybrid and 

self-employment entry, and for the proposed rationales. Finally, we examine the dynamic 
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effect of hybrid entrepreneurship on self-employment entry. If there are systematic 

differences or evidence that self-employment entry is endogenous to hybrid entry, this is a 

strong indication that hybrid entrepreneurs should be treated separately and that there is self-

selection into this category.  

 

4.1. Transition Rates, Hybrid Entrepreneurship, and Self-Employment 

Our main analyses are based on three primary classifications: wage work, self-employed, and 

hybrid.
17

 Table 1displays the distribution of labor classifications over the years 1994 to 2001. 

In 1994 the sample consisted only of wage workers. It is noteworthy that by 2001, 3.23% of 

the individuals are self-employed, while 2.55% are hybrids. Thus, in 2001 hybrids represent 

over 44% of all self-employment activity. This ratio seems comparable to those in prior 

studies noted earlier. The table also identifies the number of entries into each classification 

over time. Entries are observed in the year an individual leaves employment and switches to 

the new labor status. There were 5,548 entries between 1995 and 2001, and hybrid entries 

represent over 58% of all entries. Thus, individuals switched into and out of hybrid status 

more frequently than self-employed status. The last set of analysis indicates that over 21% of 

all self-employment entries are preceded by hybrid activity. While this may seem low to 

support the transitional rationale, we would not expect many hybrids to enter self-employment 

if, in fact, individuals entered hybrid status while there was a high degree of uncertainty. It is 

interesting to note that individuals showed an increased preference for direct entry into self-

employment in 2000 and 2001 compared to earlier periods. This period coincides with the 

culmination of an economic boom where the access to venture capital financing and entry 

rates was at records high in Sweden, the US and elsewhere. Similar to evidence from venture 

                                                 
17 We also ran models discriminating between self-employment types (proprietorship/partnership or incorporation) of hybrid 

types (proprietorship/partnership or incorporation) but ultimately found that distinguishing among these types did not 

substantively alter our conclusions. Accordingly, we preferred to present the simplified treatment of these variables. 
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capital activity, there might be a lagged effect of self-employment entries subsisting 

throughout 2001 after the burst of the dot-com bubble. 

 

[Insert Tables 1 & 2 About Here] 

 

Table 2 shows the labor status transitions from year to year. We predetermined that all 

self-employed remain in self-employment, since we stopped observing those individuals upon 

entry. Panel A shows that 98.1% of men remain in wage work from one year to the next. 

Wage workers most frequently transition to Hybrid (1.2%), and about 0.7% transition directly 

to Self-Employed. It is interesting to note that the rate of transition to Self-Employed is over 

twelve times higher for hybrids than for those in Wage Work (8.5% to 0.7%). The data also 

show that hybrids are likely to transition back to wage work at a rate of 36.6%, and only 

54.9% persist in hybrid from one year to the next.
18

It appears that hybrid is frequently a 

transitory state often ending in entry into self-employment.  

Panel B of Table 2 divides Hybrid into five categories to consider whether the 

intensity of hybrid activity bears upon transitions to Self-Employed, Wage Work, or other 

levels of Hybrid Intensity. Hybrid Intensity is defined by the percentage of a hybrid‘s self-

employment income divided by Salary Income. Hybrids with positive Hybrid Intensity (i.e., 

earning positive self-employment income, Hybrid Intensity 3-5) transition to Self-Employed at 

higher rates than those with negative levels (Hybrid Intensity 1-2). Transition rates to Self-

Employed are particularly high for Hybrid Intensity 4 (13.0%) and Hybrid Intensity 5 

(38.5%). Hybrid Intensity does not seem to influence the transition back to Wage Work.  

 

[Insert Tables 3 and 4 About Here] 

                                                 
18 This rate of persistence for hybrids is much lower than rates reported for self-employed in prior studies. 
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4.2. Explaining Entry into Hybrid Entrepreneurship and Self-Employment 

4.2.1. Bivariate analysis. Table 3 reports the means of our variables across wage work and 

type of entry. The entries reported in column 3 are those where an individual moves directly 

from Wage Work to Self-Employed. They can be contrasted with those in column 4, where we 

report individuals entering Hybrid. In column 5 we report significant differences between the 

two forms of entry, which is of primary importance to us. This bivariate analysis reveals that 

individuals choosing the alternative entry paths are quite different along many dimensions.  

Of secondary importance is how this data supports the three rationales. There seems to 

be most evidence in support for the transitional rationale, as individuals prefer hybrid entry 

when they have less experience in the entrepreneurial context (less Self-Employment 

Experience and Target Industry Experience), higher switching costs (greater Industry Tenure, 

Employer Size, and Employer Age), and higher opportunity costs (higher Salary Income, 

higher Education Percentile, fewer Total # of Jobs, and more Time Unemployed). The only 

variable that did not align with the transitional rational is Employer Tenure, a proxy for 

switching costs. The evidence around opportunity costs may also be interpreted as support for 

the nonmonetary benefit rationale, and potentially supporting the supplementary income 

rationale if we interpret the most capable individuals as the ones with the most opportunity to 

supplement income. Otherwise, with the exception that married men prefer hybrid, the 

bivariate analysis shows little evidence that financially-constrained individuals choose hybrid 

to supplement income. In fact, more negative salary income shocks are associated with a 

preference for Self-Employed over Hybrid. The evidence around Salary Income seems to also 

contradict the view that financially constrained individuals choose hybrid. For example, the 

mean hybrid entrant is earning 276,395 Swedish Kronor (SEK, or approximately $34,550 in 

1994) from a paid job at time of entry, whereas the mean self-employed entrant is earning 
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233,384 SEK from a paid job at time of entry. We also note that 39% of all self-employed 

entrants are in the lowest quintile of salary income, compared to only 19% for hybrid entrants. 

Hybrids tend to come disproportionally from the four highest quintiles of salary income. 

To further exploit the panel nature of our data and explore whether patterns in salary 

yield clues about the three rationales, we calculate changes in income the year of entry. In 

Table 4 we report income averages for all hybrid entrants and for hybrid entrants in the 

different centiles of Salary Income. If hybrids were supplementing income, we would expect 

them to maintain or increase their salary level, and make additional self-employment income. 

This pattern is observed for the average hybrid. For example, upon entry the average hybrid 

earns additional salary income of SEK 13,261 and self-employment income of SEK 922. 

Closer inspection, however, suggests that this pattern is only applicable to the hybrids in the 

highest quintile of salary income. While not reported in the table, 17.9% of all hybrid entrants 

had increases in salary and positive self-employment income. If hybrids were interested in 

nonmonetary benefits, we might expect them to sacrifice salary income and have lower total 

income after entry. We observe this pattern for hybrid entrants in the 1
st
centile of salary 

income. While not reported in the table, 25.8% of all hybrid entrants had lower salary and 

lower total income. We do not believe that Table 4 helps in diagnosing the transitional 

rationale. Negative self-employment earnings or lower total income might represent 

willingness to pay an option premium to gain information about the venture‘s upside potential 

or the individual‘s fit in self-employment. Positive self-employment earnings might represent 

confirmation that the venture is worth pursuing. The fact that high-earners tend to have higher 

variances in self-employment income suggests they are likely to start the ventures with the 

highest potential. 

 

[Insert Table 5 about here] 
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4.2.2. Multivariate Analysis. Table 5 shows the coefficients and marginal effects of a 

multinomial logit model used to examine whether there are differences in the determinants of 

self-employed entry (with no preceding hybrid activity), hybrid entry, and no entry. The key 

assumption of multinomial logit is that the alternatives are independent, which was confirmed 

using the Hausman test. Moreover, tests of individual coefficients confirm significant 

differences between the predictors of the three alternatives. This evidence should raise 

concern about treating hybrids as if they were self-employed or non-entrants. 

The conclusions drawn earlier about the relative potency of the rationales is largely 

confirmed. Hybrid entry is preferred to self-employment entry by individuals that are more 

capable (more education, fewer prior jobs, less time in unemployment), have lower switching 

costs (longer industry tenure and working in larger firms), and have less Self-Employment 

Experience.
19

 Consistent with the view that hybrid entry is preferred when individuals have 

less experience in the entrepreneurial context, we also report (in an unreported model) that 

hybrid entry is preferred when men target ventures in an industry different than their existing 

one.
20

A final variable, Employer Tenure, reveals some support for the expected relationship 

between switching costs and choice. As expected, it indicates that individuals with longer 

employer tenure are less likely to switch from wage work to hybrid or self-employed entry 

(Özcan and Reichstein 2009). In contrast to expectations, however, men with low employer 

tenure have a preference for self-employed entry rather than hybrid entry. The coefficients 

suggest, however, that there is an increased preference for hybrid entry when they have been 

with a firm for more than five years. 

                                                 
19 Our finding that more-educated individuals prefer self-employment to wage work is consistent with Evans and Leighton 

(1989), who interpreted this as evidence concerning the relative payoff of education, but they did not test how education 

affects entry into hybrid entrepreneurship. We also note that in unreported models we found hybrid entry was preferred to 

self-employment with more macroeconomic uncertainty (volatility of stock market index), consistent with the transitional 

rational. 

20 We could not add the Target Industry Experience variable to the model presented in Table 5 because it does not vary 

across the ―no entry‖ alternative. Therefore, in the unreported model we limited the choice set to Self-Employed and Hybrid. 
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The evidence in Table 5 confirming significant differences between self-employed and 

hybrid entry is robust to every alternative specification we explored. In conducting these 

robustness checks, we found only minor differences in individual coefficients affecting our 

interpretation of the various rationales. We replaced Salary Income with dummies for the 

quintile of Salary Income for each individual, and find no significant differences across 

quintiles. Nor do we find differences when we eliminate outliers in salary income or 

household wealth. We also split the sample into the lowest and highest quintiles of 1994 

Salary Income, but the coefficients across these quintiles showed little variation, and 

significant effects were consistent with Table 5.
21

 When splitting the sample into five 

different age cohorts, we get remarkably consistent results across these cohorts. The most 

evident exception is the negative relationship between Time Unemployed and the preference 

for hybrid over self-employed entry is valid only for the lowest two age cohorts. Finally, we 

split the sample into wage workers in manufacturing versus service industries in 1994. Again, 

the results were consistent across broad industry types, with a few exceptions. In contrast to 

those in service industries, individuals in manufacturing industries with lower income (salary 

and non-salary) and more education prefer hybrid to self-employment.
22

 

In the next section, we dig more deeply into the dynamic implications of hybrid status. 

We have argued that learning and adaptation should be available to any hybrid, whether the 

intent to learn is explicit from the outset (as in the transitional rationale) or not (as in the 

supplementary income and nonmonetary benefits rationales). Since there is evidence 

consistent with the transitional rationale, however, we might anticipate that hybrid entry will 

have a robust influence on self-employment entry. 

                                                 
21 In general, there was less significance among the coefficients in these reduced sample sizes. 

22 We also created a fourth alternative – where individuals take on a secondary wage job – and compared the coefficients to 

those relating to the Hybrid alternative. We found substantially different coefficients, which suggests that hybrid 

entrepreneurship is unique from second wage jobs. Compared to those starting a secondary wage job, Hybrids had higher 

salary income, more negative changes in salary income and non-salary income, more parental self-employment experience, 

more education, less time in unemployment, less likely to be between 25 and 35 years of age, less entrepreneurial experience, 

less experience in the target industry, more hybrid experience, and less industry experience.  
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[Insert Table 6 About Here] 

 

4.3. Examining the Effect of Hybrid Entrepreneurship on Self-Employment Entry 

Table 6 shows the results of conditional fixed effect logit models used to ascertain whether 

hybrid entrepreneurship facilitates a transition to self-employment. By incorporating 

independent variables associated with the hybrid experience in models of all 2,327 self-

employment entries, regardless of whether they were preceded by hybrid entry, we can isolate 

the causal effect of hybrid status on self-employment in a robust way (Heckman and Navarro-

Lozano 2004). The conditional fixed effects model is ideal for isolating these effects because 

it controls for sources of unobserved heterogeneity that may account for individual 

preferences to transition, while at the same time controlling for the self-selection into hybrid 

status. We will emphasize the effects of these hybrid variables in our discussion. However, 

note that other coefficients might change relative to those noted in column 1 of Table 5 due to 

the presence of these hybrid variables, the inclusion of all self-employed entries preceded by 

hybrid entry, or the fixed effects specification.  

Column 1 depicts a model for a set of variables identical to those presented in Table 5. 

Columns 2-5 add variables relating to hybrid activity and suggest that they have a strong 

influence on self-employment entry. The addition of these Hybrid variables does not 

substantively alter the coefficients of the other variables.
23

Column 2 adds the variable Hybrid. 

If hybrids enter with an explicit intent to consider transition into self-employment, they 

should transition more frequently than wage workers, as we observed in Table 2. The 

significant positive coefficient for Hybrid is 3.64, and by taking its exponential we obtain the 

                                                 
23 The coefficients for Industry Tenure are reduced relative to model 1, suggesting a correlation between the length of time a 

person works in an industry and the tendency to become a hybrid. 
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odds ratio, which suggests that hybrids are over thirty-eight times more likely to transition to 

self-employment.
24

 

We also consider indicators of learning and uncertainty reduction while a hybrid, 

meant to approximate the feedback the individual gets about the self-employment opportunity 

while in hybrid status. Significance of these factors need not be linked to an ex ante intent to 

transition, but would certainly indicate that self-employment entry is endogenous to hybrid 

entry. Column 3 adds Hybrid Self-Employed Income, which measures the self-employed 

income or loss obtained as a hybrid entrepreneur that year. The positive coefficient reveals 

that hybrids earning more self-employed income transition more frequently to self-employed. 

Calculation of the odds ratio suggests that earning an additional 10,000 SEK will increase by 

18% their likelihood of transitioning to self-employed. Column 4 adds Hybrid Intensity, 

which measures the ratio of Hybrid Self-Employed Income / Salary Income. Hybrid Intensity 

significantly increases the transition to self-employment. A one percent increase in intensity 

raises the likelihood of transitioning by 5%.
25

When we consider dummies for different 

degrees of Hybrid Intensity, the effect of this variable appears non-linear. At the highest levels 

of Hybrid Intensity is there an effect on transition to self-employment. Compared to the base 

level of Hybrid Intensity 3 (0 ≤ Hybrid Intensity< 0.05), hybrids in Hybrid Intensity 4 (0.05 ≤ 

Hybrid Intensity< 0.20) are twenty-eight times more likely to transition, and hybrids in 

Hybrid Intensity 5 (Hybrid Intensity ≥ 0.20) are 143 times more likely to transition. While 

there is some evidence that hybrids in Hybrid Intensity 1(Hybrid Intensity< -.05), the lowest 

level of Hybrid Intensity, are more likely to transition than those in the base level, this result 

does not hold up when we eliminate the 72 hybrids (out of 419) that enter self-employment in 

                                                 
24 In unreported models we distinguished between hybrids in proprietorships and partnerships versus hybrids in incorporated 

businesses and found that very similar results across these two groups. 

25 In unreported models, to assess whether macroeconomic uncertainty moderated the effect of hybrid experience, we 

interacted a measure of macroeconomic uncertainty (based on stock market data) with Hybrid Self-Employed Income and 

Hybrid Intensity, separately. We found a significant interaction effect – the positive effect of high income/intensity was on 

self-employment entry was stronger the lower the uncertainty and was weaker the higher the uncertainty. This result 

reinforces the role of learning in hybrid mode. 
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a different firm. Thus, only the hybrids with the greatest proportion of self-employment 

income tend to enter. The fact that low earning hybrids do not enter may not indicate a lack of 

intent to transition, but may suggest that without a compelling performance signal, individuals 

persist in hybrid status.
26

 

Finally, column 6 of Table 6 displays a conditional fixed effects logit model 

specifying self-employment entry as many prior studies have done, equating hybrid entry with 

self-employment entry. Our intent here is to demonstrate the empirical implications of 

ignoring hybrids when estimating self-employment entry. Comparing the coefficients in 

column 6 to columns 1-5 suggests that variables might have different effects across different 

specifications. Note particularly the effect of variables which change signs across 

specifications - Employer Tenure; which are significant in one specification but not in the 

other – Married, Number of Children, Total Number of Jobs, Employer Age, and Industry 

Tenure; and which change considerably in magnitude - Salary Income, Time Unemployed, 

and Age 25-30.Consequently, how one treats hybrids has a significant bearing on the 

conclusions drawn for the determinants of self-employment entry. Considering hybrid entry 

equivalent to self-employment entry, as we have done in column 6, yields coefficients 

substantially different from models treating self-employment entry separately from hybrid 

entry, as done in columns 1-5. We believe this evidence is a strong call to treat these 

phenomena separately.  

 

5. Discussion 

Assumptions about the dichotomous nature of entrepreneurial entry are so entrenched in 

social science research that little work has yet to investigate it empirically. In some 

                                                 
26 In support of this, we revisited the multinomial logit model on the initial entry choice, altering the definition of Hybrid 

according to whether they were high intensity (Hybrid Intensity 4 and 5) or low intensity (Hybrid Intensity 1, 2, and 3). 

Again, the results were largely consistent across models, and with those reported in Table 5. The low intensity model 

coincided with stronger effects for age. For example, younger people were more likely to prefer hybrid to self-employment, 

whereas older people were more likely to prefer self-employment to hybrid.  
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perspectives, it is assumed that individuals will switch and commit themselves if their 

expected utility in self-employment exceeds their utility in wage work. This view implies that 

there is no intermediate strategy that potential entrepreneurs might follow to gain insight into 

the distribution of expected outcomes (e.g., Kihlstrom and Laffont 1979). While some studies 

have recognized that mixing wage work and self-employment is a possible alternative, no 

extant research has investigated whether hybrid entry has different determinants than self-

employment entry or no entry, nor has prior research considered the dynamic implications of 

hybrid entry. Our theoretical model and empirical results point to the importance of hybrid 

entrepreneurship and imply that treating it as self-employment is problematic. This takes on 

greater importance when one considers that hybrids represent a significant proportion of all 

entrepreneurial episodes and an even greater proportion of transitions into and out of 

entrepreneurship. We believe we are the first to systematically document the prevalence and 

influence of this category of entrepreneurship. Our paper has three broad implications for 

research on self-employment.   

First, hybrid entry influences self-employment entry but does not determine it. Our 

longitudinal study of Swedish men revealed that both absolute and relative financial payoffs 

in hybrid status determine whether individuals transition to self-employment. Because rates of 

transition hinge on financial performance as a hybrid, our results support the expectation that 

the reduction of uncertainty through learning about entrepreneurial performance is an 

important benefit from hybrid entrepreneurship. This opens up the possibility that every 

hybrid is a candidate for self-employment, and contradicts those who believe counts of 

hybrids may over-represent their importance. We emphasize that in many cases it appears to 

be an explicit part of the process of entry. Even where transition is not explicitly considered 

ex ante, hybrid entrepreneurship offers the potential to learn and ultimately transition. 
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Second, hybrid entry has unique determinants from self-employment entry. Moreover, 

we offer three potential rationales for why preferences for hybrid entry might obtain, and 

present evidence around the relevant potency of these rationales. Our results suggest that the 

preference for hybrid entry is fundamentally and positively influenced by an individual‘s 

switching costs, uncertainty around the entrepreneurial context, and the quality of their human 

capital. While this is consistent with either an explicit intent to transition or seek nonmonetary 

benefits, it may also be consistent with high earners who supplement income because they 

have opportunities to do so. There is little evidence that financially constrained individuals 

choose hybrid entrepreneurship to supplement income. We encourage readers to recognize the 

need for future research to sort out the relative importance of these rationales. Our primary 

intent was to justify why hybrid entrepreneurship might be unique and to supply evidence 

around its uniqueness.  

Third, our results also show that although ignoring hybrid entry might lead to an 

underspecification of the entry model, a more-serious error obtains if hybrid entrants are 

classified as self-employed entrants. Our data suggest that when this occurs, coefficients are 

substantially different from what would obtain if the two types of entrants were distinguished. 

Based on these findings, we encourage scholars studying self-employment entry to either (a) 

identify only full entries into self-employment and include a dummy for those in hybrid 

entrepreneurship, or (b) consider that hybrid entry is an alternative to self-employed entry 

through a multivariate model. These considerations take on even greater weight given the 

prevalence of this phenomenon, which makes it likely the classification of hybrids will have a 

strong impact on studies comparing self-employment entry across industries and economies. 

We caution against treating self-employment and wage work as mutually exclusive 

categories.  
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Our findings provide some additional evidence worth highlighting. The findings 

concerning firm size corroborate recent findings on how entrepreneurial activity is spawned 

disproportionately from small firms (Sørensen 2007, Elfenbein et al. 2008, Parker 2009) but 

provides new evidence that the smallest employers are most likely to spawn self-employed 

entry, while hybrids tend to emerge from significantly larger firms, and those staying in wage 

work are in the largest and oldest firms. We were surprised that individuals with longer 

employer tenure were more likely to enter self-employment than hybrid status. This result 

stands in contrast to our expectations and the results for our other measures of switching 

costs, which indicated that those with the lowest switching costs gravitate toward self-

employment, those with the highest switching costs remain in wage work, and those with 

intermediate switching costs choose hybrid entrepreneurship. The lack of significance for 

employer tenure may be due to our choice to limit the risk set to individuals beginning with an 

employer in 1994, which has the effect of reducing the distribution of the tenure variable, but 

has other obvious advantages noted earlier. This result may also be due to our focus on high 

technology workers, among which tenure might be a signal of weak ability. We found it 

interesting that while a lack of self-employment experience leads to a preference for hybrid, 

individuals with hybrid experience also seem to prefer hybrid to self-employment entry. This 

suggests not only that the specific type of experience (hybrid or self-employment) is critical to 

entry choice, but also corroborates the path dependency in entrepreneurial careers. We know 

of no prior work having distinguished between these types of experiences.   

 

5.1. Limitations and Future Work 

While we believe we have used a unique data set to explore a labor group whose existence 

prior studies have only suggested, there are some limitations. As already noted, more can be 

done to distinguish between the three theoretical rationales for hybrid entry. Confirmation of 
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the transitional rationale might gain support if able to examine whether choice is driven by 

differences in uncertainty or risk across sectors (Parker 1997) or differences in risk tolerance 

across individuals (Kihlstrom and Laffont 1979). To study the nonmonetary rationale, survey 

data is needed to ascertain the psychological motivations of individuals. 

We note that these rationales represent supply side explanations, and it is likely that 

demand side arguments offer complementary explanations. Firm demand for labor might 

change due to changes in the treatment of payrolls and benefit packages across types of 

employees (Tolbert 1996), such as part-time versus full-time (Rotchford and Roberts 1982), 

contract versus paid (Barley and Kunda 2001), and temporary versus contingent workers 

(Gallagher 2002). These factors may not only influence a firm‘s demand for wage workers, 

but may also create opportunities for new ventures to form. Firm‘s may also have different 

tolerances for employees that are hybrids. Public sector employers, such as universities, can 

appropriate returns to employee innovations (Zucker, Darby and Armstrong 1988). Some 

firms may aggressively pursue non-compete covenants to prohibit their employees to start 

potentially competing businesses. Prior research has shown that non-compete covenants are 

an obstacle to entrepreneurship (Stuart and Sorenson 2003, Saxenian 1985), and many of 

these businesses started ―on the side‖ would surely qualify as hybrid entrepreneurship.  

While there are important advantages to our design, there remain opportunities for 

future work. We chose to study men because of unobserved differences among men and 

women due to variations in time allocation to family and children, and our data do not allow 

us to control for these differences. Future work should focus on how women use hybrid 

entrepreneurship. Research on moonlighting suggests that women and men might differ 

substantially (Kimmel and Powell 1999, van Maanen 1975). We investigate knowledge-

intensive industries, yet it is likely that there exist important industry differences in the 

possibility of becoming hybrid and then transferring to full-time self-employment. Our data 
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suggests that industries differ in the rates of entry into hybrid versus self-employment.
27

 

While we controlled for industry differences in our study, and tested for differences across 

service and manufacturing industries, further research should test whether hybrids are 

pertinent in industries outside our study. Data on professional status might represent one of 

the most important research possibilities for further studies on hybrid entrepreneurship 

(Tolbert 1996). Anecdotal evidence suggests that hybrid status varies greatly with the 

individual‘s professions. Police, academics, and medical doctors represent well-known 

categories of hybrids. Should monetary benefits be important, one should observe more 

hybrid entrepreneurs among those who are on a fixed salary or are unable to expand their 

hours/pay in the main activity. 

Wage data would help confirm whether hybrids are more productive than others and a 

way for them to optimize their monetary and nonmonetary utility. It is possible hybrids are 

less productive than others, and that they represent free riders who successfully exploit the 

two parallel systems of employment and self-employment. More exposure is needed to the 

full causal chain by which experience as a hybrid can influence self-employment. We have 

argued that it provides information for entry choice, but it may also have implications for 

subsequent performance in self-employment. Finally, it might be interesting to explore 

whether hybrid behavior is related to individuals‘ social value versus economic value, 

traditions, or institutional norms. All in all, the labor market role, form, and economic 

function of hybrid entrepreneurship represent challenging arenas for future research. 

 

5.2 Implications for Entrepreneurship 

We believe that consideration of hybrids invites implications beyond those studied here. For 

example, since hybrids tend to be more capable individuals, we might expect them to start 

                                                 
27 See unpublished Appendix B. 
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more high growth businesses than the self-employed. We might also expect hybrids who 

ultimately enter entrepreneurship to perform better than direct entrants because of the chance 

to preview the opportunity based on more feedback. Consider how it might influence our 

understanding of some of the fundamental puzzles surrounding entrepreneurship. 

 Kihlstrom and Laffont (1979) have argued that risk attitudes are a distinguishing 

feature of entrepreneurs, yet the evidence is less than clear. Perhaps hybrid 

entrepreneurship offers an alternative for more risk-averse individuals to simulate 

the self-employment experience first-hand, potentially explaining why we do not 

observe differences in risk attitudes between entrepreneurs and wage workers. 

 Liquidity constraints (Evans and Jovanovic 1989, Taylor 2001) may be less 

binding for hybrid entrepreneurs, who enter on a smaller scale, which might 

explain the divergence of findings in this line of research. Ironically, liquidity 

constraints might be exacerbated for ―more capable‖ individuals who will only 

transit to self-employment conditional on starting up at a bigger scale to 

compensate for their higher opportunity costs. 

 Returns to human capital (Lucas 1978, Bates 1990) may be different for hybrid 

entrepreneurs because they are expected to have higher opportunity costs. A meta-

analysis of 90 available studies by van der Sluis et al. (2004) indicated that 

education has neither a clear-cut positive nor a negative effect on an individual‘s 

decision to become self-employed. A possible reason for this confusing result 

might be the treatment of hybrid entrepreneurs in those studies. 

 The high exit rates reported in earlier studies of self-employment (e.g., Bates 1990, 

Evans and Leighton 1989, Taylor 1999) might be partially explained by their being 

unable to distinguish the fully self-employed from hybrid entrepreneurs who may 

be rationally experimenting rather than failing. High upside potential and limited 
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downside risk should characterize hybrid ventures. This also suggests that the 

decision to exit self-employment activity is endogenous to hybrid entry.  

 Hybrid entrepreneurship corresponds to increased emphasis on nonstandard work 

arrangements (Kalleberg 2000), where workers are increasingly working part-time, 

have temporary or contract work, and engage in holding multiple jobs or 

moonlighting (Kimmel and Powell 1999). For example, the number of temporary 

jobs increased 50% from 1990 through 1999 in Sweden (Holmlund and Storrie 

2002), and the trend is similar in other countries (Kalleberg 2000). This study 

suggests that hybrid entrepreneurs represent a distinct and growing category on the 

labor market that should be added to this important topic of research.  

Our findings also have important public policy implications. If entrepreneurship is to 

be encouraged via government efforts (as is the case in virtually all countries), policy efforts 

might facilitate hybrid activity, which is currently – if anything – actively discouraged. A 

potential policy variable to consider is non-compete covenants (Stuart and Sorenson 2003). 

These covenants are asymmetrically applicable to highly capable individuals, which are the 

most likely candidates for hybrid entrepreneurship. Lending institutions might be encouraged 

to make funding available for hybrids, to offset negative stereotypes of hybrid entrepreneurs. 

Finally, education programs should highlight the advantages of this incremental approach. 

 

5.3 Conclusion 

Prior research has caste individuals as always choosing between wage work and 

entrepreneurship. This research highlights the importance of considering hybrid 

entrepreneurship as a distinct process of entrepreneurial entry that enables learning and may 

be particularly useful to highly capable individuals lacking entrepreneurial experience. Recent 

data suggests that such behavior is prevalent in various international and institutional settings. 
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Our theoretical model and empirical results caution against ignoring or trivializing this type of 

entrepreneurs. 
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